OVPRI Research Compliance Notices

The OVPRI is responsible for leading the interpretation of regulations and communication of new or revised standards supporting VCU core values and business practices. In doing so, we have designed this wiki to support transparency as adjustments are made to research operations and requirements across the University.

Using a simple, standard format, "Research Compliance Notices" will be issued to inform administrators, faculty, and staff of upcoming changes. The majority of Research Compliance Notices will be initially posted as drafts and will remain 'open for comment' for a specified period of time. This draft period will improve transparency and allow stakeholders to prepare for changes in business practices (in advance of any applicable effective date). Once comments are reviewed and evaluated, a final version of the Research Compliance Notice will then be posted.

**Final Compliance Notices**  **Draft Notices Open for Comment**

A few tips to share:

- VCU eID access is currently required for the OVPRI Research Compliance Notice Wiki.
- If you select to 'watch' this wiki, you will be notified when new content is added.
- Try out the full text search capabilities using the white text box located on the top, left of your screen.

*Thank you for helping to ensure both research integrity and compliance at VCU.*